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Boston bombings hit close to home for Sabres 
By Mike Harrington 
The Buffalo News 
April 16, 2013 
 
Rookie Chad Ruhwedel was shaking his head, thinking it was very possible he could have been 
near the scene of the Boston Marathon bombings Monday. Nathan Gerbe, a former standout at 
Boston College, seemed angry at the carnage in his collegiate home. 
 
Emotions will be raw tonight in TD Garden when the Buffalo Sabres and Boston Bruins stage a 
hockey game that will mark the first professional sporting event – and the first large public 
gathering – since the explosions that rocked the nation at the finish line of the big race. The 
eyes of the nation will be on the game, as it will be televised on the NBC Sports Network. 
 
There were plenty of stark thoughts in the the Sabres’ dressing room after practice Tuesday 
when players were asked to discuss their feelings about the blasts on Boylston Street. The site 
is about 1½ miles from the Sabres’ regular Boston headquarters, the Ritz-Carlton hotel on the 
famed Boston Common. 
 
“You know exactly where it is. I’ve walked past there I couldn’t even tell you how many times,” 
said Gerbe, who said he watched the marathon finish a few times while he was a student. “For 
yourself, you thank God for keeping you safe. But something like this happening is 
embarrassing for our world to affect innocent people and innocent children. Sad.” 
 
Until Saturday, Ruhwedel was a player for UMass Lowell, a school about a 30-minute train ride 
from downtown. Had he not suddenly signed his pro contract with the Sabres’ in the wake of 
Tyler Myers’ injury, he could have easily been with his college teammates enjoying the sunny 
day on the marathon course. 
 
“If I didn’t have this great opportunity, I’d probably would have been down there hanging out 
with my team,” Ruhwedel said. “It hit me like that. I would have been somewhere in the 
vicinity. 
 
“My teammates didn’t see it but they were rather close. It was a day where everybody was really 
joyous and having a lot of fun and then you could see the emotion of people’s faces how 
heartbreaking it was. It was a pretty rough day.” 
 
“That’s a huge day in Boston,” said interim coach Ron Rolston, a former assistant at BC and 
Harvard who has also watched the marathon finish several times. “The [11 a.m. Red Sox] game 
lets out and you’ve got all those fans coming out in the street and they usually stay out to watch 
the race and go to the restaurants and bars. It’s a scary thing.” 
 
While Gerbe said he was a little nervous about walking the city streets on this trip, General 
Manager Darcy Regier said he had no reservations taking his team to Boston on its flight 
Tuesday afternoon. 
 
Winger Steve Ott agreed, but said he expected the Beantown the Sabres arrived in would not be 
the one they’re used to. 
 



“I’m sure they’ve got it Fort Knoxed right now,” Ott said. “That it’s pretty bolted down and 
security is pretty high.” 
 
Regier said he was reminded of a flight through New York to South Carolina to attend training 
camp a few days after the 9/11 attacks. And of the Sabres’ emotional season opener against the 
Rangers in Madison Square Garden on Oct. 7, 2001, when both teams wore “New York” on the 
front of their jerseys in the first pro sporting event in Manhattan after the attacks. 
 
He said he also pondered the communal feel in Buffalo surrouding the Sabres’ overtime win 
over San Jose here on Feb. 13, 2009 – the night after 50 died in the crash of Continental Flight 
3407 in Clarence Center near the homes of many Sabres players and coaches. 
 
“You can’t help but think in terms of the families that are involved and how difficult it must 
be,” Regier said. “The only thing you can do is, thoughts and prayers are with them and their 
family. It’s terrible.” 
 
The Bruins didn’t play Monday and the Celtics’ NBA game against Indiana was canceled 
Tuesday. Is tonight still too early to play a game in Boston where a large crowd will gather? 
 
“That’s a good question. I don’t know,” Regier said. “There’s at least a couple of ways to look at 
it. You can either stop everything or make a statement to these types of situations that you’re 
gonna get on with life. It won’t be our decision. It will be a decision made by the people in 
Boston empowered to make those decisions, or even higher.” 
 
Boston city leaders and the NHL apparently decided the game could go on and everyone 
involved hopes it can play a small part in the healing. 
 
“It’s going to be a little bit overwhelming to start the game with heavy hearts just as people,” 
Ott said. “It’s extremely disheartening to hear and see. … It’s going to be very touching.” 
 
“Boston will respond really well,” Ruhwedel said. “They’re a very patriotic city, lot of support 
for one another. They’re a close community and I have no doubt they’ll respond well and 
bounce back. Right now, I’m sure they’re having a little time to grieve.” 



Sabres notebook: Grigorenko returns but will take seat tonight 
By Mike Harrington 
The Buffalo News 
April 16, 2013 
 
Center Mikhail Grigorenko rejoined the Sabres for practice Tuesday and flew to Boston with 
the team but is not expected to play tonight against the Bruins. After that? No one really 
knows. 
 
The team’s No. 1 draft choice was officially recalled from the Quebec Remparts after his junior 
season ended in the second round of the Quebec playoffs. Grigorenko is now eligible to play in 
the American Hockey League, a choice the Sabres didn’t have earlier in the season for the 
NHL’s lone 18-year-old. 
 
“He will remain on the roster for the time being until we get him in the lineup here or deem 
him better served by being in the lineup in Rochester,” said General Manager Darcy Regier. 
 
“I want to see him just come back and work hard and see where that takes him right now,” 
added interim coach Ron Rolston. “He’s got to compete in practice and do what we need him to 
do there.” 
 
Grigorenko had one goal and four assists in 22 games with Buffalo before he was returned to 
junior hockey on March 15, and he said he was fine with the demotion. 
 
“I felt like I needed maybe a couple more games,” he said. “I played a lot, like 20 minutes every 
game. I picked up some confidence and it was good experience.” 
 
Grigorenko finished the regular season for Quebec with 30 goals, 24 assists and 54 points in 33 
games. He totaled five goals and a team-high 14 points in 11 playoff games. 
 
Regier said the Sabres promised Grigorenko when he returned to Quebec they would initially 
bring him back to Buffalo after the junior season. 
 
Regier also had a talk with Quebec coach Patrick Roy about Grigorenko and said Roy told him 
the 18-year-old’s attitude upon his return to juniors was excellent. 
 
Grigorenko has had two stints in junior, a run in Buffalo, a trip to the World Juniors and 
perhaps a trip to the AHL in his future – but he says he’s ready for more. 
 
“I feel really good. Still feel like I can easily play 30 more games,” he said. “I have a lot of 
energy. I learned a lot from the World Juniors and a lot of things I learned in Buffalo. I became 
a real better player than I was at the beginning of the season.” 
 
... 
 
Rolston said no decision has been made for tonight’s goaltender after Jhonas Enroth started 
and won both games over the weekend. While Enroth has been red-hot, it’s not like Ryan 
Miller has slumped in April (3-2, 2.54 goals-against average, .924 save percentage). 
 



“It will be a difficult one,” Rolston said. “Certainly both guys are quality. Jhonas has played 
really well and we know what ‘Millsy’ can do.” 
 
Miller has been good against the Bruins both this year (2-2, 2.53, .930) and in his career (24-8-
7, 2.53, .919). Enroth hasn’t played Boston this year and his career numbers against the B’s are 
ugly (0-3-2, 4.00, .888), but Rolston said that may not be a determining factor. 
 
Said Rolston: “I would normally just go with your gut feeling on it and how guys are 
performing at that point more than the history of it.” 
 
... 
 
Although there’s been no word from Hockey Canada, TSN reported Tuesday that former Sabres 
coach Lindy Ruff is going to be named head coach of Team Canada for the IIHF World 
Championships May 3-19 in Sweden and Finland. Ruff coached Team Canada to a silver medal 
in 2009 and was an assistant to Mike Babcock at the 2010 Vancouver Olympics. 
 
... 
 
In other Sabres prospect news, Rolston said it’s possible winger Luke Adam could be returned 
to the Amerks while 20-year-old center Dan Catenacci tweeted Tuesday afternoon that he was 
reporting to Rochester after the Owen Sound Attack were eliminated Sunday in Game Six of its 
Ontario Hockey League conference semifinal by Plymouth. 
 
Catenacci had teams-highs of 38 goals and 79 points in 67 games for Owen Sound, and added 
three goals and six assists in 12 playoff games. He was Buffalo’s third-round pick in 2011. 
 



Sabres D Ruhwedel reflects on marathon bombings 
By John Wawrow 
Associated Press 
April 15, 2013 
 
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) -- In the aftermath of the Boston Marathon bombings, Sabres rookie 
defenseman Chad Ruhwedel has one more reason to be thankful for making the jump to the 
NHL. 
 
Had Ruhwedel not elected to end his college career at UMass Lowell to sign with Buffalo last 
weekend, he would have likely spent Monday with his friends watching the marathon not far 
from the finish line where two bombs exploded. 
 
''It's kind of hit me,'' Ruhwedel said, after practice Tuesday. ''It's hard to think about 
sometimes: 'I could've been there.' Fortunately, I wasn't. And I'm really praying for everyone 
who was.'' 
 
Ruhwedel said his friends were unhurt after being not far from where three people were killed 
and more than 170 wounded. 
 
And he'll get an up-close reminder of what happened later Tuesday, after the Sabres travelled 
to Boston, where they'll play the Bruins the following day. 
 
The game will be the first professional sporting event to take place in Boston since the 
bombings. 
 
The Bruins' home game against the Senators on Monday night was postponed to April. 28. The 
NBA canceled the Celtics' home game Tuesday against Indiana. And the Red Sox have left town 
to open a three-game series at Cleveland. 
 
Ruhwedel's thoughts of making a homecoming have suddenly become secondary. 
 
''Oh, that's not important to me. I just want to make sure everybody's OK down there,'' said the 
22-year-old, who's played two games with the Sabres. ''My homecoming is nothing compared 
to that.'' 
 
Also placed on the backburner for now, was talk of the Sabres continuing their late-season 
playoff push. Players and team officials were instead expressing sorrow, sympathy and dismay 
in the wake of the tragic events. 
 
''Life's way more important than hockey,'' forward Nathan Gerbe said. ''I think everyone in the 
world feels their pain. It's heartbreaking.'' 
 
And Gerbe, who played at Boston College, acknowledged he's ''a little nervous'' about traveling 
to Boston. 
 
''You're worried because they don't know exactly why and how and who,'' Gerbe said. ''I don't 
know if I'm going to go out walking in the city or not. I'll probably just stay in the hotel and 
chill.'' 
 



General manager Darcy Regier had no concerns, and expects a heightened security presence in 
the city and at the arena. 
 
''Obviously, it affects all of us, and it's tragic and horrific. But no, I don't have reservations. You 
just move forward,'' Regier said. ''It's going to be pretty difficult not to think about what 
happened, obviously. But ultimately, we're there to play a hockey game and focus on winning a 
game.'' 
 
The Sabres (18-19-6) are coming off two wins that have kept them in the Eastern Conference 
playoff hunt. With five games left, Buffalo opened Tuesday in 10th place, four points behind 
the New York Rangers, who hold the eighth and final playoff spot. 
 
The Bruins (26-11-4) also have plenty to play for, sitting a point behind Northeast Division-
leading Montreal. 
 
Bruins owner Jeremy Jacobs, who is from Buffalo, expressed his sympathies to victims of the 
bombings in a statement released on the team's website. 
 
''I have no doubt that the amazing people in Boston will continue to display great strength and 
resiliency,'' Jacobs said. ''We will be there to offer our support in any way that we can in the 
wake of this tragedy.'' 
 
Sabres forward Steve Ott expects there to be a somber mood inside the arena in Boston. 
 
''Obviously, it's going to be a little bit overwhelming to start the game with heavy hearts,'' Ott 
said. ''But we're going to go out there and try to play our hardest for the people, and at least try 
to put some smiles on the faces for at least a couple of hours, anyhow.''



Sabres rookie C Grigorenko rejoins Buffalo 
Associated Press 
April 16, 2013 
 
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) -- Sabres center Mikhail Grigorenko is back in Buffalo after the rookie 
first-round draft pick completed his junior season in Quebec. 
 
Grigorenko practiced with the Sabres on Tuesday after being formally added to their roster. 
The Russian-born player opened the season in Buffalo before heading to the Quebec Major 
Junior Hockey League on March 15. 
 
Interim coach Ron Rolston wants to see Grigorenko in practice because the Sabres haven't 
ruled out demoting the 18-year-old to AHL Rochester. 
 
Grigorenko had a goal and four assists in 22 games in Buffalo. He had a goal and three assists 
in Quebec's regular-season finale, and led the team with 14 points (five goals) in 11 playoff 
games. 
 
Buffalo plays at Boston on Wednesday, two days after the Bruins game against Ottawa was 
postponed after the bombings at the Boston Marathon.



Sabres reflect on Boston bombings 
By Paul Hamilton 
WGR 550 
April 16, 2013 
 
Buffalo, NY (WGR 550)  -- Chad Ruhwedel signed with the Sabres Saturday after playing three 
seasons at UMass Lowell. The campus is about 25 minutes from where the Boston Marathon 
bombings were. Ruhwedel said if he hadn’t signed with Buffalo, he may have been in the 
middle of it, “I probably would’ve been there if I didn’t have this great opportunity, I probably 
would’ve been down there hanging out so yes, it kind of hit me like that, I probably would’ve 
been somewhere in the vicinity.” 
 
As far as if anybody he knew was right there Ruhwedel said, “My teammates they didn’t see it, 
but they were very close. They said it was a day where everybody was real joyous and having a 
lot of fun and you could just see the emotion on people’s faces and how heartbreaking it was. 
They said it was a pretty rough day.” 
 
Nathan Gerbe went to Boston College and he has stood right at the finish line before, “I have 
been there, it’s unbelievable, especially if you go early in the morning and you get to see the 
people win it, it’s pretty cool, pretty remarkable.” Gerbe added, “You can’t comprehend what 
they go through because I’ve been there and nothing’s happened so you can’t put yourself in 
that situation until it happens, but to see that is just sad.” 
 
Obviously Thomas Vanek has been to Boston to play quite a few games against the Bruins and 
he’s walked right to that spot, “Yes, we’re right around the corner so I think it hits home even 
harder when you recognize a place. I think either way it’s always a sad thing, but when you 
know a place and been around it, it sticks with you.”



Sabres Grigorenko is here for now. 
By Paul Hamilton 
WGR 550 
April 16, 2013 
 
Buffalo, NY (WGR 550)  -- Mikhail Grigorenko showed up for Sabres practice on Tuesday. His 
season is Quebec is over. The Sabres don’t seem to want to share too much on what the plan is. 
Darcy Regier said, “He is and will be on this roster and he’ll remain on the roster for the time 
being until we’ll either get him in the lineup here or deem him better served by being on the 
lineup in Rochester, but right now he’s here and we’ll evaluate it as we move along.” 
 
He would get a lot of playing time right away with the Amerks, but Regier has his reasons for 
keeping him in Buffalo, “Because I want to see where he is, where his game is, his mindset. I 
spoke with him just briefly this morning and spent a little more time with him. We told him we 
were going to bring him back here initially and we’ve done that. We’ll see where we end up as a 
team. I doubt he’ll be in the lineup tomorrow, but I think we’ll look to get him in the lineup at 
some point.” 
 
Ron Rolston wouldn’t commit to play Grigorenko any time soon. He said, “I want to see him 
just come back and work hard and see where that takes him. He’s got to compete in practice. 
He went back to juniors and had a good stretch and now he’s got to come back here and earn 
what he gets.” Grigorenko said, “I’m really happy to come back, I didn’t know where I’d come 
back, but I’m really happy I’m back in Buffalo.” It sounds like no matter what, he’d rather be 
here, “It’s up to them, but I’m real happy being in the NHL, even if I don’t play, I’m doing on 
ice practice with those guys and they’re NHL players so I think it’ll be a really good 
experience.” 
 
Grigorenko’s team got eliminated earlier than many thought it would. The rookie said, “Right 
away when I came back I had some really good games. The beginning of the second round of 
the playoff wasn’t really good for me, but the last two games, even with the loss I played well, I 
scored goals in both of the games. For sure I wanted to play better there and I really wanted to 
win something, but overall I think it was good.” 
 
Many feel the Sabres mishandled Grigorenko, but he’s glad he went back for the playoff run, 
“Yes, I feel like I needed a couple more games and I played a lot there, about 20 minutes every 
game and I picked up some confidence and it was a good experience.” 
 
 
This season Grigorenko went from Quebec to Russia to play in the World Junior Tournament, 
back to Quebec, to Buffalo, back to Quebec and now in Buffalo. Through it all, he feels he’s a 
much better player now than when the season started, “Yes, I think so. I learned a lot from the 
World Juniors and a lot of things I learned here in Buffalo, so I think I’m really a better player 
than I was back in the beginning of the season.” 
 
The biggest improvement I saw in his game was his skating. He worked a lot with skating coach 
Dawn Braid. Grigorenko agrees, “Yes I think so, part of this in the NHL you just need to skate 
fast all the time. In juniors sometimes you don’t need to skate as fast as you need to here so 
maybe I had it somewhere inside and now have learned how to use it.”



Emotional Sabres ready to play in Boston 
By Bill Hoppe 
Olean Times Herald 
April 17, 2013 
 
BUFFALO – If Sabres defenseman Chad Ruhwedel hadn’t signed his first NHL contract last 
week, then the rookie would’ve been watching the Boston Marathon up close on Monday, 
celebrating Patriots’ Day with friends like he had while attending UMass Lowell. 
 
Ruhwedel knows Boston well and enjoys the city. So does Sabres winger Nathan Gerbe, who 
spent three years at Boston College. 
 
Naturally, Monday’s terrorist bomb attacks that killed three people near the marathon finish 
line and injured 180 have shaken some Sabres, who play tonight in Boston against the Bruins 
at the TD Garden, the city’s first major sporting event since the tragedy. 
 
“I think everyone in the world feels their pain,” Gerbe said Tuesday inside the First Niagara 
Center after the Sabres prepared for tonight’s game. 
 
The 22-year-old Ruhwedel, who was living about 25 miles away just last week, had friends in 
the area experiencing what he called a “huge” day. His sister was just landing in Boston. 
 
Everyone was OK. 
 
“If I didn’t have this great opportunity, I probably would’ve been down there hanging out with 
my old team and everything,” an emotional Ruhwedel said before the Sabres flew to Boston as 
planned Tuesday afternoon. “So, yeah, it kind of hit me like that. I probably would’ve been 
somewhere in the vicinity.” 
 
He added: “But fortunately I wasn’t. I’m praying for everybody who was.” 
 
Gerbe, who attended the marathon each year, an event he called an “awesome occasion,” 
recognized the spots on Boylston Street where the bombs went off. 
 
“I’ve walked past there, I couldn’t even tell you how many times,” Gerbe said. “For yourself, 
you thank God for keeping you safe. But something like this happening is embarrassing for our 
world to affect innocent people.” 
 
Gerbe doesn’t know if he’ll walk around Boston. Instead, he’ll “probably just stay in the hotel 
and chill.” 
 
“I think you’re a little worried going into the city, obviously,” Gerbe acknowledged. “You’re 
worried because they don’t know exactly why or how or who. They don’t know the rhyme or 
reason around it. So I think going into the city, I’m a little nervous, little cautious, I guess. I just 
hope for the best.” 
 
While the NHL postponed Monday’s Bruins game against Ottawa and the NBA canceled 
Tuesday’s Celtics contest, tonight’s game will go on. 
 



The Sabres also faced the New York Rangers in their first home game after the Sept. 11, 2001 
terrorist attacks. 
 
“I actually found myself thinking about 9/11 when I heard about that knowing we were going to 
Boston,” Sabres general manager Darcy Regier said. 
 
The team has no additional security planned for its trip, Regier said. He hasn’t spoken with 
team officials about security for the Sabres’ next home game Friday. He spoke to the team’s 
hotel Tuesday morning. 
 
Regier has no reservations about going to Boston, believing, “You just move forward.” 
 
“When you’re there, it’s going to be pretty difficult not to think about what happened,” he said. 
 
Sabres winger Steve Ott believes Boston will be secured tightly. 
 
“Fort Knox right now,” he called it. 
 
Tonight’s game will almost certainly be an emotional affair. 
 
“Rightfully so, everyone’s going to be playing with heavy hearts,” Ott said. “It’s going to be very 
touching to start the game.” 
 
Ott expects the game “to start with probably a little bit of a downer.” 
 
“But we’re going to go out there and try to play our hardest for the people and at least try to put 
some smiles on the faces for at least a couple hours,” he said. 
 
For Ott, the tragedy hits even closer to home because 8-year-old Martin Richard was killed. 
Pictures are already circulating of the boy. In one, he’s holding a sign that reads “No more 
hurting people.” In another, he’s wearing a Bruins jersey at a game. 
 
“I have a 5-year-old little daughter at home,” Ott said. 
 
Sabres rookie Brian Flynn, who will make his Boston NHL debut tonight, grew up in nearby 
Lynnfield and lives in South Boston during the summer. The marathon is a part of life for 
locals. 
 
“I’ve been part of that day a lot, Patriots’ Day in Boston, never had school,” Flynn said. “Always 
went to the marathon, went to the Red Sox game. So I’ve been in that situation and it’s scary to 
think about.” 
 
Flynn knows Bostonians are a resilient bunch. They won’t back down. 
 
“That’s not going to stop people from going to events like that,” the winger said. “I think if 
anything, hopefully it brings the city together a little more.” 



Sabres want to monitor Grigorenko in NHL with junior season over 
By Bill Hoppe 
Olean Times Herald 
April 17, 2013 
 
BUFFALO – For the time being at least, 18-year-old rookie Mikhail Grigorenko is back with the 
Sabres following a one-month stint in junior. 
 
The Russian center practiced Tuesday inside the First Niagara Center and traveled with the 
team to Boston for tonight’s tilt against the Bruins. But Grigorenko will likely be scratched. 
 
Rather than sending Grigorenko to AHL Rochester, where he’s now eligible to play with the 
Quebec Remparts’ season having ended last week, the Sabres want to “put him in this 
environment against our guys and see where it takes him,” interim coach Ron Rolston said. 
 
“Now he’s got to come back here and earn what he gets,” Rolston said. 
 
Sabres general manager Darcy Regier said he told Grigorenko in March the Sabres would recall 
him after the QMJHL season. Regier received good reports from Remparts coach Patrick Roy. 
 
“Attitude-wise, Patrick said he had a great attitude and worked,” Regier said. “I think they had 
a very good, tough first round. He played very well. The second was tough, not only on him but 
on the team. It had a lot of ups and downs.” 
 
Following a scorching postseason start, Grigorenko cooled off considerably. He had three goals 
and 12 points in a six-game opening-round win. But he mustered only two goals and two points 
in the Remparts’ five-game second-round loss. 
 
Grigorenko said he’s glad he went back to junior and played big minutes. He had been a regular 
healthy scratch in Buffalo. 
 
“I played a lot there, 20 minutes every game, picked up some confidence,” Grigorenko said. “It 
was a good experience.” 
 
Grigorenko “wasn’t really surprised” the Sabres sent him back to junior after 22 games. Still, he 
“didn’t really expect that.” 
 
“Sometimes I was thinking about maybe they would do it to me,” Grigorenko said. “I wasn’t 
really playing here. So that’s what they did, and I think it was a really good decision.” 
 
With Grigorenko back, the Sabres have two extra forwards. Could Luke Adam, a recent healthy 
scratch, get sent back to Rochester? 
 
“We still have to discuss that,” Rolston said. 
 
xxx 
 
Rolston said he hasn’t decided whether Ryan Miller or Jhonas Enroth will start in goal tonight. 
 



Enroth won consecutive starts over the weekend while allowing only one goal. The backup has 
terrible career numbers – 0-3-2, 4.00 goals-against average and .888 save percentage – 
against the Bruins, however. 
 
The 24-year-old has never started three straight games for a healthy Miller. 
 
Miller, meanwhile, has terrific stats – 24-8-7, 2.53 and .919 – versus Boston. 
 
“I would normally just go with your gut feeling on it and how guys are performing at that point 
more than (the) history of it,” Rolston said. 
 
xxx 
 
Former Sabres coach Lindy Ruff will coach Team Canada at the upcoming world 
championship, TSN reported. 
 
Ruff, fired by Regier on Feb. 20 after 15 seasons as Sabres coach, led Canada at the 2009 world 
championship, winning silver. 
 
He parlayed that into an assistant coaching position at the 2010 Vancouver Olympics, where 
the Canadians won gold. 
 
xxx 
 
Sabres prospect Daniel Catenacci, whose Ontario Hockey League season just ended, tweeted 
Tuesday he’s joining Rochester.



Five Questions: Outspoken Ott on Sabres' season 
By Dan Rosen 
NHL.com 
April 16, 2013 
 
As irritating to other players and as controversial as Steve Ott can be on the ice, he is just as 
honest when he talks to the media off the ice. 
 
It doesn't matter if it's after a win, a loss or following a practice, Ott is typically one of the first 
players inside the Buffalo Sabres dressing room that the media go to because they know he'll 
truthfully answer some hard questions. 
 
"They usually come to the veteran guys in the dressing room, and obviously I have lived 
through experiences of good times and bad times, ups and downs in my NHL career," Ott told 
NHL.com. "It's easy to answer those types of [hard] questions on a daily basis." 
 
The questions this season have been particularly difficult because of how inconsistent the 
Sabres have been, even though they're still mathematically alive for a berth in the Stanley Cup 
Playoffs heading into their Wednesday Night Rivalry game against the Boston Bruins at TD 
Garden (7:30 p.m. ET, NBCSN). 
 
Ott talked more with NHL.com about his role in the dressing room, the reasons behind some of 
his most recent comments, the effort he's seeing from his teammates and the Sabres' albeit 
slim chances for a postseason berth. 
 
Here are Five Questions with ... Steve Ott: 
 
Stinging comments like calling your team's effort last week against the Montreal Canadiens 
"embarrassing" and getting on the fans for booing turns you into a go-to person for the media. 
It's part of the reason we're doing this Q&A right now. Do you feel it's in your nature, your 
personality to be outspoken in that way, honest in that way? 
 
"I get an interview and I do them; that's how it is. I tell the truth. I call it like it is. I don't think 
anybody respects anybody that sugarcoats anything." 
 
The word embarrassing is strong. Do you regret using that word or, looking back on it, do you 
feel it was necessary and appropriate? 
 
"Absolutely, I thought we were. Collectively, myself included, all of us thought our performance 
against Montreal was embarrassing. There is no silver lining when you're completely outshot, 
when our work ethic completely wasn't up to par, where it should be. I'm going to call it like it 
is, and my teammates would do the same thing. There is no hiding behind anything. We lived 
through it." 
 
You guys have won two in a row since and allowed only one goal in the process. What's 
changed, and do you think your comment had an impact? 
 
"All of us, we had a closed door meeting as a team and we discussed how to finish out the 
season with a lot of pride and obviously try to sneak into a playoff spot if we can, but really try 
to take care of what we have to over the last six or seven games." 



 
I'm not trying to placate you here just because I've got you on the phone and you're giving us 
your time for this Q&A, but I think it's fair to say that your effort and your commitment on 
most nights, if not all nights, has been there all season. Can you say the same about your 
teammates? 
 
"Yeah. No one goes out there with a mindset of not trying to bring their all every single night. 
That's something that is learned. As you continue to be a good pro and become a veteran guy, 
all of us have tried to be as consistent as possible in our games. I have seen that throughout the 
season, progress in our work ethic and everything else continuing to pick up." 
 
The Sabres are not mathematically eliminated yet. Is it realistic to still believe you guys have a 
chance to make the playoffs? 
 
"Every day it's more realistic, but you have to win the games. We're four points out right now 
(entering Tuesday night) and going into Boston and we have a big game coming up against 
Pittsburgh as well. Those are the points you're going to need to sneak into the playoffs, and you 
also hope that those teams can knock off the teams you are battling with." 
  
 


